Abstract: This research probes the voting behavior of the Congressional Border Caucus in the U.S. House after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. These attacks raised the consciousness of Congress, the media, and the public about the U.S-Mexico border and put the policy interests of the Border Caucus in the national spotlight. After the attacks, did caucus members adhere more closely to caucus positions that were important to border districts or more regularly vote against them? House votes on border and non-border amendments before and after the terrorist attacks are examined to determine if caucus members rallied to support the caucus majority on votes important to the border region after the attacks, or if factors such as party and ideology were more important influences on their votes. The findings reveal that Caucus members were indeed more supportive of border-related House amendments than non-Caucus members after the attacks. Yet, party and ideology still played a significant role in determining the votes of caucus and non-caucus members.
INTRODUCTION
Issues involving the borders that separate the United States from Mexico and Canada are getting more attention (mostly negative) from U.S. citizens, media, and government officials at all levels. Much of this intensified focus over the last decade can be attributed to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington D.C. as many harbor fears that terrorists may infiltrate the relatively porous borders the U.S. shares with its southern and northern neighbors. This is not to say that border problems have not drawn any attention in the past. Undocumented immigration, human trafficking, drug smuggling, and the flow of trade and travel across these common borders, for example, have been of great importance to all three countries for some time. Numerous channels of dialogue and negotiation have been established between the three North American countries and agreements have been signed to promote cross-border collaboration in the areas of transportation, health, trade, etc. (Congressional Research Service, Report # RL33106, September 28, 2005) .
Congressional Response to Post-9/11 Border Anxiety
With the outpouring of concern regarding American security in the wake of the 9/11 attacks, it is reasonable to presume that Congress would concentrate more legislative attention on border affairs, addressing both short-term needs (i.e., shoring up border protection, cracking down on illegal immigration, etc.) and long-term ones (i.e., maintaining trade and free travel across the border, addressing the numerous be easily reacted to through the formal congressional committee system (Ainsworth and Akins 1997; Hammond 1998) . Legislatively, they serve multiple purposes. They gather information about topics of interest and make that material available to their members and others outside the caucus (Stevens, Mulhollan, and Rundquist 1981) . This information may complement ideas advocated by standing committees or offset what committees have laid out for members (Ainsworth and Akins 1997) . Caucuses sometimes identify potential solutions to problems as they provide leadership in setting the legislative agenda of Congress (Stevens, Mulhollan, and Rundquist 1981; Hammond 1998) . To spread their ideas, caucus members testify at hearings, make floor statements, hold informal meetings and seminars, and lobby committees and subcommittees to produce favorable legislative outcomes for the members of the caucus and their constituencies (Stevens, Mulhollan, and Rundquist 1981) .
2 While developing strategies to pressure party leaders to adopt caucus-sponsored ideas (Stevens, Mulhollan and Rundquist 1981) , caucuses also pursue favorable committee assignments for their members to push their policy agendas. 3 While many House members would insist that policy concerns are their top priority in joining a caucus (Burgin 2003) , they would also acknowledge that being a member of a caucus may impress one's constituency and make it look as if they are responsive to district policy preferences (Loomis 1981; Stevens, Mulhollan, and Rundquist 1981; Loomis and Schiller 2004) . Since new members may not attain their preferred committee assignments, and thus, are at a disadvantage in participating in certain areas of policy (Hall 1996) , caucuses become a place for members to branch out into areas unrelated to their assigned committees (Ainsworth and Akins 1997) , and perhaps gain policy influence there (Loomis 1981; Dilger 1982) . The benefits of simply belonging to a caucus, and establishing a formal commitment to an identifiable cause, are crystallized nicely in a quote by former representative (and former governor) of New Mexico Bill Richardson who said, "If someone writes me on an arts issue, I can write back and say, 'I'm a member of the Congressional Arts Caucus.'" (Loomis 1988: 150) When it comes to roll-call voting, Kingdon (1989) explains that links between members of Congress are valuable in facilitating decision-making on the floor of the House or Senate. A caucus is just such a linkage vehicle as it provides cues to assist its members on votes (Fiellin 1962) , and often tries to organize caucus members and nonmembers into voting blocs that would support the objectives of the caucus (Stevens, Miller and Mann 1974; Preston 1978;  2 The work of caucuses is not only concentrated within the halls of Congress as some caucuses work extensively with the executive branch. These contacts range from midlevel congressional liaison staffers all the way up to department secretaries and people on the White House staff who work in specific policy areas (Burgin 2003) . Executive departments may consult with appropriate caucuses to assist their policy decisionmaking and seek the support of caucus members to gain momentum in selling White House initiatives to the rest of Congress. The heart of this study, the Congressional Border Caucus, has played such a role. In the mid-1980s, President Reagan's Task Force on Border Concerns consulted with members of the Congressional Border Caucus and asked them to testify at hearings held in the Southwest involving Reagan's immigration agenda (Hammond, Stevens and Mulholland 1985) . Caucuses are also credited with successfully swaying various presidential administrations to strengthen textile and steel quotas and tariffs in the 1960s and 1970s (Stevens, Mulhollan and Rundquist 1981) . 3 Rohde (1989) details the effectiveness of the Conservative Democratic Forum (aka, the "Boll Weevils") in the mid-1980s in getting the House Democratic leadership to place CDF members in key committee positions. Hammond, Mulhollan and Stevens 1983; Miller 1990; Vega 1993; Hammond 1998 ).
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The Congressional Border Caucus
There are a variety of topics taken up by caucuses that operate in the House.
5 Our nation's borders with Mexico and Canada are one such cause that some House members have rallied around. In fact, there have been two distinct "border" caucuses in the House, the "Congressional Border Caucus" (highlighting the U.S.-Mexico border) and the "Congressional Northern Border Caucus" (emphasizing the U.S.-Canada border). This research will spotlight the work of the Congressional Border Caucus (CBC).
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According to the typology developed by Hammond (1991 Hammond ( , 2001 , congressional caucuses can be divided into six types: party, personal interest, national constituency, regional, state/district, and industry. The CBC falls into the "regional caucus" category. As defined by Hammond, regional caucuses work on areas of policy that are important to a particular geographic region. Likewise, its members come from states or districts that are adjacent to each other and view issues in a comparable manner. This definition certainly fits the CBC. Members of this informal group hail from the four states that abut the Mexican borderCalifornia, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. As explained by an aide to one caucus member, every House member from those four states who has a district that borders Mexico has become a member of the CBC (Rosso 2006) . During the time period of this study, in the 106 th -108 th Congresses (1999 Congresses ( -2004 , there were ten members of the CBC -House members from two border districts in California, two in Arizona, one in New Mexico, and five in Texas. 7 The party breakdown of CBC members for each Congress is as follows: in the 106th and 107th Congresses -six Democrats and four Republicans and in the 108th Congress -seven Democrats and three Republicans.
The evidence in the literature regarding the impact of a member's geographic region on their roll-call voting is mixed. Clausen (1973) finds that a member's home region plays a critical role in his/her policy positions, yet Hammond (2001) suggests that there is conflicting evidence that membership in a regional caucus influences a member's votes on regional matters of interest. The two regional caucuses she evaluates are the New England Caucus and the Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition. In her voting model, she notes that caucus membership in the NortheastMidwest Coalition had a statistically significant effect on votes in favor of the Coalition's positions on issues. The same could not be said for the effect of membership in the 4 A caucus' role becomes even more important if, as Ainsworth and Akins (1997) contend, they provide unique information about the effect of legislation on individual districts that is hard to derive from committee or political party sources. 5 From the "Tax Equity Caucus" to the "Sudan Caucus" to the "Congressional Oral Health Caucus," the range of issues that caucuses have attempted to address is breathtaking. 6 I look forward to doing future comparative studies of the similarities and differences that may exist between the membership, activities and voting patterns of the two border caucuses. 7 It should be explained that the ten members of the CBC were not the same ten members in each of the three Congresses examined here. Some senior members of the four state delegations retired and were replaced by new representatives during this period. Others saw redistricting after the 2000 census take their districts off the border with Mexico and put new districts on the border instead. Nevertheless, despite these Census-driven district boundary changes, the number of House districts sharing a border with Mexico did not change overall.
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New England Caucus on its members' votes in favor of caucus positions. Despite the divergent results in Hammond's research, she allows that relevant issues to a regional caucus "transcend party lines and are perceived as requiring cooperation or federal action to address." (Hammond 2001: 33) In this research, a test of the influence of membership in the CBC on specific kinds of roll-call votes will be applied. An added twist to the model will be to see if the roll-call voting of CBC members, and a comparable group of non-CBC members, may have changed in light of the increased focus on the U.S.-Mexico border due to the 9/11 terrorist attacks. A pre-and post-test of voting on border and nonborder issues in the congresses before and after the attacks is used. 
HYPOTHESES
In light of the uncertainty of Hammond's findings regarding the influence of regional caucus membership on roll-call voting, it is not clear whether to expect membership in the CBC to move members to consistently vote with the caucus' position on border amendments. Ostensibly, members of the House coalesce into informal congressional caucuses due to a shared legislative interest. Roll-call voting within the caucus can be facilitated through exchanges of information and "cues" that guide members on how to proceed with particular floor votes.
However, in asking CBC members to vote on the parochial border concerns of the caucus, it may run contrary to the post-9/11 pressure on individual members to serve the interests of the country at-large and more firmly monitor and restrict the free movement of people and goods across the U.S.-Mexico border. Which way should representatives turn when cross-pressured on such issues? Should they support a more closed border with Mexico that satisfies perceived national preferences? Or should they pursue policies that seek to allow freer flows of labor, travelers and goods between the two countries that bolster their local economies and international relationships?
The literature on congressional caucuses mostly affirms that caucuses supply a venue for individual representatives to work together toward common goals in specific policy areas (i.e., Loomis 1981 ). Yet, Burgin (2003) raises an interesting point about congressional caucuses that is germane to this debate. She suggests that caucuses that have a tight focus on just one or two issues (like the Diabetes Caucus in her research) will find it easier to build consensus between caucus members on the smaller set of goals they hope to achieve. The CBC does not fit Burgin's description. There are a wide-range of issues that are routinely addressed in "border" politics and many of these issues (handling illegal immigration, stopping drug trafficking, etc.) are riddled with controversy. Thus, it is expected in this analysis that CBC members would not automatically be sympathetic to CBC positions on border issues before the 9/11 attacks, making it more difficult to rally caucus members to CBC positions.
What would be the reaction of CBC members after the 9/11 terrorist attacks? The U.S. government has put itself in a position where it is encouraging more commercial and cultural openness at the U.S.-Mexico border, while also attempting to clamp down on the illegal entry into the country of non-citizens who are often viewed as "undesirable" (Andreas 1998-99) . The difficulty of simultaneously making the border more and less accessible to those who seek entry to the U.S. puts CBC members under great pressure to seek a border that is more secure while also endorsing one open enough in their home districts to allow human and commercial traffic flows to safely and efficiently continue. On the surface, the need for CBC members to keep the border as open as possible looks like a cause that would unify caucus members of both parties to work to attain this goal. With the dilemma above in mind, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H 1 : Membership in the Congressional Border Caucus will have a statistically significant and positive influence on support for the caucus' positions on post-9/11 roll-call votes dealing with border issues, but not pre-9/11 votes dealing with similar issues.
Could working together affirmatively to pursue caucus goals on border concerns bleed over to member votes on non-border matters? Perhaps caucus membership has an influence on both types of votes, and therefore, is not unique to border subjects alone. Of course, the strong ties built through caucus membership and unanimity on border topics would have to trump other competing influences that often have primacy in a House member's voting calculus on any single issue, such as party or political ideology (Davidson, Oleszek and Lee 2008) . Consequently, it is conjectured that on amendments not directed toward problems that impact the U.S.-Mexico border, CBC membership should not be a statistically significant factor on a member's vote. The following hypothesis reflects this supposition: H 2 : Membership in the Congressional Border Caucus will not have a statistically significant effect on a House member's vote in support of caucus positions on either pre-9/11 or post-9/11 roll-call votes dealing with non-border issues.
RESEARCH DESIGN -TESTING THE INFLUENCE OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BORDER CAUCUS
Unit of Analysis -Roll-Call Votes on House Amendments
Choosing roll-call votes for quantitative analysis can be challenging. As part of her study of caucus activity in Congress, Hammond (2001) designed one voting model each for two separate congresses (the 97 th and 104 th Congresses) that included all roll-call votes of importance to seventeen different caucuses. These votes included final votes on bills, procedural votes on floor activity (adoption of House rules governing debate, for example), etc. The roll-call votes "of interest" to a caucus were determined through interviews with caucus members, party leaders and their staffs. Additional data was collected from surveys administered to caucus staff members and media reports on caucus activities. This research takes a different approach. It concentrates on roll-call votes on amendments offered on the floor of the House as the unit of analysis. Without direct knowledge of caucus positions on individual initiatives, selecting votes on border-related amendments is a suitable proxy for isolating those concerns that may be most important to the CBC. Furthermore, amendments are not omnibus in nature, which means they generally do not have more than one issue contained in them. In a multi-topic omnibus bill, it is difficult to isolate exactly which part(s) of a bill a member is reacting to as they cast their vote. A vote on an amendment is the most consistently direct vote on one idea you will find in the U.S. Congress.
"Border" related amendments were selected by reading through all floor amendments offered in the 106 th through 108 th Congresses. A modest number of these amendments make precise references to issues involving the U.S.-Mexico border or subjects that affect specific states sitting on the border. A few amendments make more general reference to "borders," but would certainly be relevant to House members whose districts adjoin Mexico. No amendments that appeared to affect only the U.S.-Canada border are included. Using these stipulations, thirty border amendments are identified for this analysis -three from the 106 th Congress, fourteen from the 107 th Congress, and thirteen from the 108 th Congress.
Moreover, this study will include, as a control, votes on non-border topics.
8 Non-border amendments were randomly selected and oversampled at a rate of approximately fifty percent per Congress in comparison to border amendments to strengthen this test of caucus influence. Overall, six, twenty-one and eighteen randomly selected non-border amendments were added to the data from the 106 th , 107 th and 108 th Congresses, respectively. After the non-border amendments were chosen, the combined border and nonborder amendments were divided into two groups: those that received roll-call votes in the House before September 11, 2001 and those that received votes after that date.
Selecting House Members for Roll-Call Analysis
Naturally, the border and non-border amendment votes of the ten members of the CBC will be examined for each Congress. By comparison, their votes will be judged against the amendment votes of all non-CBC members from the House delegations of the four states that share a border with Mexico. Similar to the addition of non-border amendments into the analysis, incorporating the amendment votes of non-CBC members from each state will provide a more stringent test of the influence of CBC membership on roll-call voting. The breakdown of CBC and non-CBC members by state, political party and Congress can be found in Table 1 .
The Voting Models
A binary logit model will be used to examine the roll-call votes of CBC and non-CBC members on House floor amendments. The "n" for roll-call votes in the pre-9/11 period and post-9/11 period are 2438 and 4909, respectively. When analyzing the data, both pre-and post-9/11 data sets will be split according to the kinds of votes being cast -8 Votes that were not important to the caucuses investigated in Hammond's research were not included as a control in her voting model. border and non-border votes.
9 Examining the four data sets in this manner will permit a direct comparison of the influence of caucus membership and other independent variables on each member's votes for or against CBC positions on border and non-border amendments.
Dependent Variable
The dependent variable in each model is dichotomous. If a House member from one of the four border states voted in favor of the CBC's position on a floor amendment, they are assigned a "1" in the data for that vote. Those who vote against the CBC's position are assigned a "0" for that vote. Since the "official position" of the CBC on each amendment is not easily known, it will be measured by the direction that the caucus majority has voted on each amendment. Therefore, if six CBC members vote in favor of an amendment and four oppose it, the CBC's "official position" is in favor of the amendment, and each individual member's vote is assessed according to that standard. Without firm knowledge of the CBC's stated position on each amendment, this is an appropriate solution. It is an approach that has been used in the past by comparative politics researchers who study legislatures around the world, but have little or no data available to them on the official positions of political parties or coalitions that govern in various countries (i.e., Ames 2002).
Measurement of Independent Variables
The sixteen independent variables in this model mirror many of the ones commonly found in research on roll-call voting in informal caucuses (for example, Pinney and Serra 1999; Hammond 2001, etc.) as well as general voting research on American legislatures. Thirteen of the sixteen independent variables are dichotomous dummy variables. The remaining independent variables are measured as continuous or interval variables. Table 2 has complete explanations of how each independent variable in the voting model is measured.
Independent Variable of Primary Interest
Membership in Congressional Border Caucus
Of course, membership in the Congressional Border Caucus is the key independent variable to be tested here. Measured as a dummy variable, ten members in each Congress will receive a "1" in the data as participants in the Caucus. The remaining representatives in the model will be designated as "0."
Other Independent Variables
Political Party
Generally, the literature on congressional voting behavior suggests that the party is a key influence on a representative's vote choices (Bond and Fleisher 1980; Bartels 1991; Erikson and Wright 2001, etc.) In spite of that, the informal caucus literature suggests that party concerns should fade into the background while caucus perspectives and positions become the focus of its members in order to protect the primary interests of caucus constituencies (Hammond 2001) . 10 When controlling for political party, Welch and Hibbing (1984) determine that representatives from southwestern states are generally more supportive of the preferences of Latinos [although Hero and Tolbert (1995) disagree]. Loomis (1981) and Burgin (2003) make similar assessments of the Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition and the Diabetes Caucus, respectively. Both conclude that partisanship is minimized by caucus members in the pursuit of issue objectives that will benefit the entire membership. Therefore, it is postulated here that a member's political party will not make a statistically significant impact on his/her votes on border amendments. Everyone in the CBC should pull together to serve their border constituencies without regard to their party affiliation, particularly after the 9/11 attacks.
Gender
Swers (2002) and Bratton (2002) both discover that gender has an influence on the types of issues legislators pay attention to in their work, while Bratton and Haynie (1999) insist that female representatives are more likely to substantively represent racial minorities (in the sponsorship of bills) than male lawmakers. In contrast, Knoll (2009) ascertains that women legislators are not more likely to vote in support of Latino interests than men. With such inconsistent conclusions, it is unclear whether gender would have an effect on support for CBC positions on border amendments, many of which address concerns that directly affect Latinos. Hence, it will be included in the analysis as a control variable.
Education
Education appears to play a role in how representatives view people of other races and ethnicities. Individuals with more education are generally more tolerant and positive toward immigrants and more accepting of less restrictive immigration policies (Espenshade and Calhoun 1993) . Since issues involving immigrants often come up in "border" amendments proffered on the floor of the House, it is expected that members with higher levels of education will be more supportive of CBC positions on border amendments in these areas. There is an education variable in the model that separates CBC members and non-CBC members into three educational attainment groups -members with less than a bachelor's degree, with a bachelor's degree, and those with an advanced degree (master's, Ph.D., M.D., J.D., etc.)
Seniority
Those who are in their first terms in Congress are doing all they can to please their constituents, hoping it will help them in their first reelection campaign. Caucuses play a role here as they provide freshman representatives a means to establish some policy credibility in areas that may be outside of their standing committee expertise. Furthermore, caucuses help socialize first-term members into the profession and give them contact with senior members who provide information and advice on policy matters (Deckard 1972) . Finally, caucuses provide a host of leadership positions from 10 Although it is interesting to note that Democrats were more likely to belong to caucuses in the late 1990s than Republicans (Ainsworth and Akins 1997).
which a junior member can build up management credibility with colleagues (Hammond 1991) . So, first-term members have much to gain by being conscientious in their work for a caucus and backing caucus policy positions, particularly on issues connected to the group's area of focus.
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Party Leaders
Swain (1992) observes that those who assume leadership positions in Congress (African-Americans, in her research) are subject to cross-pressures that force them to look out for broader interests, and not simply the interests of a specific constituency. Thus, it should be expected that party leaders will not be as aggressive in supporting the CBC position on border amendments as they might be without a leadership position.
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Members of House "Prestige" Committees
Those who have seats on "prestige" committees (Appropriations, Rules, and Ways & Means) labor under constraints that are similar to the ones party leaders must face. They must toil under the watchful eye of their colleagues and consider the effect of their work on the nation, their parties, and Congress itself. They do not have the luxury of exclusively looking out for the narrow affairs of any one group. They, too, should not be expected to back CBC positions on various border amendments.
Border Subcommittees
There are a few House subcommittees with jurisdiction in the area of border policy. With their familiarity with border issues, it is posited that anyone who serves on one of these subcommittees will be more motivated to protect border residents and their preferences and should be more supportive of CBC positions on border amendments.
Amendment Subject Matter (Defense/Security Policy v. Foreign Policy v. Domestic Policy)
Is it possible that amendment votes that CBC members cast will be affected by whether the amendments deal with foreign or defense policies rather than domestic ones? A recent opinion survey sheds some light on Latino policy preferences in eleven states that have larger Latino populations (Fraga et al., Latino National Survey, 2006) . The four states from where CBC members hail (Arizona, California, Texas and New Mexico) are part of the survey. In the survey, "immigration" tops the list of issues most important to the Latino community. Consequently, it is clear that some key concerns in border communities are also significant in the Latino community at large.
If immigration issues are combined with others that affect border areas (freedom of movement across borders, trade, drug smuggling, etc.), a list of topics of consequence to border representatives can be compiled. It is votes cast by CBC members on House amendments that cover these items that are at the heart of this research. Amendments will be W.R. Mack categorized in one of three groups -defense and security, "foreign" (immigration and trade), and domestic issues that affect border communities.
13 Non-border amendments will also be included in the data set as a means to determine whether CBC members actually achieve more unity on all proposed amendments or only those that deal with border topics.
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The expectation is that given the choice between supporting local or national interests on restricting movement across the border, CBC members will unify behind positions that uphold local preferences. Subsequently, when CBC members are asked to support legislation increasing border security at the expense of freer travel and trade across the border, they will decline to do so. On the other hand, when non-border issues are voted on, CBC members may be influenced by other variables that often come into play when floor votes with less of a border emphasis are taken in the House. Clausen (1973) shows that a member's stances on policy are influenced by his/her home region. Welch and Hibbing (1984) agree and demonstrate that representatives from southwestern states are generally more supportive of Latino issues. To evaluate a potential individual state effect on support for border preferences, members of each state delegation in this analysis (Arizona, California, Texas and New Mexico) will be assigned a dummy variable signifying the state they represent.
State Influence
Electoral Marginality
Electoral marginality has been reliably shown to shape the behavior of members of Congress in various ways (Mayhew 1974) . For example, Rocca, Sanchez and Uscinski (2008) show that Latino members of Congress are more ideologically liberal in their voting as their electoral security grows. Here, it is postulated that being in a competitive electoral district (where a member received less than 60 percent of the two-party vote in their last election) will encourage CBC members to be more supportive of CBC positions on border amendments and exhibit their commitment to protecting the border interests of their constituents.
House Member Ideology Percentage of Latinos in a District
In their study of Latino constituencies and representatives, Welch and Hibbing (1984) learn that the more Latinos there are in a House district, the more liberal a representative will vote, leading to more ideological substantive representation of Latinos in Congress. Hero and Tolbert (1995) and Knoll (2009) , however, find that a larger Latino population in a district does not influence a representative to be more supportive of Latino issues. To test these inferences, this research model will include two 13 Examples of border amendments in the analysis: funding for a drug trafficking prevention program in "high traffic" communities (domestic), banning Mexican trucks from going beyond U.S. municipalities on the U.S.-Mexico border ("foreign"), allowing prescription drugs to be imported from outside the U.S. ("foreign"), and using the U.S. military to patrol our northern and southern borders (defense/security), etc. 14 Examples of non-border amendments to be used in the analysis: tax relief (domestic), increased funding for the NEA (domestic), and prohibiting funding for space-based missile defense (defense/security), etc.
continuous variables that measure the ideology of both CBC and non-CBC members and the percentage of Latinos living in individual districts. The expectation is that a more liberal ideology [as measured by Americans for Democratic Action ratings (Pinney and Serra 1999) ] and having more Latinos in a district (Hutchings 1998) will make it more probable that a representative will support CBC positions on border amendments than more conservative members or those who represent districts with smaller Latino communities.
RESULTS
Pre-9/11 Border and Non-Border Amendment Models
In the pre-9/11 border amendment model (see Table 3a ), the only independent variables that have a statistically significant and positive influence on voting with the CBC position on border amendments is being a Democrat from one of the four border states and representing the state of Arizona. Conversely, serving on one of the three House "prestige" committees (Appropriations, Rules, Ways & Means) or voting on a "foreign policy" topic (immigration or trade) had a negative effect on voting with the CBC position. This seems to back up the presumption that House members who are thought to be "leaders," such as those on "prestige" committees, may promote more expansive national interests, and not ones that are limited to more narrow local constituencies. It also looks to be the case that border state members who are not part of the CBC oppose the majority of their border brethren on "foreign policy" amendments. Perhaps the farther your district is from the border, the less those local concerns about keeping borders more open for free trade and immigration mean to you and a majority of your constituents.
In the pre-9/11 non-border amendment model, only those who are more liberal ideologically are more apt to vote for the CBC position on a non-border amendment. Conspicuously absent from the lists of statistically significant independent variables in both models is the CBC member variable. It appears that being a member of the CBC in the pre-9/11 period does not guarantee that the member will support the Caucus' position on either border or nonborder amendment votes.
Post-9/11 Border and Non-Border Amendment Models
The 9/11 terrorist attacks may have changed all that. Scrutiny of the post-9/11 border amendment model results reveal that CBC membership is statistically significant in a direction that suggests that members are more likely to support the Caucus' position concerning border matters than non-Caucus members. Also, Democratic border state members, members that have a higher percentage of Latino residents in their districts, and members that are more liberal in their ideology, are more prone to vote in favor of the CBC position on a border issue.
The similarity in results between the non-border amendments model and the border amendments model for the post-9/11 period is striking. CBC membership, being a Democrat, and possessing a more liberal ideology are statistically significant influences on a member's support for the CBC position on non-border measures, just as they are Thus, Hypothesis #1 is fully confirmed while Hypothesis #2 is only partially confirmed. While it is true that CBC membership is a statistically significant influence on roll-call voting on CBC positions on border-related amendments (Hypothesis #1), it is unexpectedly an important influence on non-border amendments in the post-9/11 period also (Hypothesis #2 expects otherwise). It does seem odd that CBC members would not be more likely than non-CBC members to support the CBC position on border amendments in the pre-9/11 period of this study; however, it does give credibility to the idea that the tragedy of 9/11 was a seminal event for caucus members. As the results of the post-9/11 models indicate, CBC members were more likely to coalesce behind their caucus' positions on border amendments as well as non-border ones in the post-9/11 interval, when they did not do so in the pre-9/11 period.
One Additional Dilemma
The results of the two post-9/11 models suggest that CBC members are more supportive of border and non-border floor amendments after the terrorist attacks of 2001 than before. That does leave one question that neither of the models can fully answer. Are CBC members of both political parties equally committed to CBC positions on border-related and non-border amendments, especially the border-related ones? Neither post-9/11 model differentiates by political party which CBC members have been most supportive of the caucus' floor amendment positions. As discussed earlier, regional caucuses tend to rise above party politics and give their members a common purpose to work toward. In this instance, closing the U.S.-Mexico border to terrorist activity and drug smuggling, while keeping it somewhat open for commerce, travel, and other key contacts between the two countries, should keep CBC members, regardless of party affiliation, unified in their attempts to resolve border concerns at the southern boundary of their districts. As structured, however, the post-9/11 models cannot determine if CBC members from one party are more sympathetic to CBC positions than their CBC colleagues from the opposition party.
To explore this matter further, the post-9/11 border and non-border amendment models are run again with a new interaction term -a dummy variable that combines the CBC membership and political party variables (see Table 3b ). 15 In the non-border amendment model, the most notable finding is that the CBC membership variable is no longer statistically significant, and neither is the "CBC membership/political party" interaction variable, suggesting that CBC members from both parties are equally as likely to support the caucus majority on non-border amendments.
The results are not the same for the post-9/11 border amendment model as an important change is observed. Here, the "CBC membership/political party" interaction term is statistically significant and in a direction that suggests that it is the Democratic caucus members, and not the Republicans, who are most likely to support post-9/11 border-related amendments. Surprisingly, party, by itself, is still a statistically significant variable suggesting that Democrats overall in the four border states are just as supportive of CBC positions on border amendments as they are non-border amendments. So, there appears to be a lot of unanimity between Democrats on the best course of action to take on House amendments of any kind. Furthermore, as in the original post-9/11 border amendment model, having a more liberal ideology, and representing a district that has a higher percentage of Latinos, gives a member a higher probability of supporting border-related amendments. The same is true for education -the higher the degree level a member has, the more likely they are to support border amendments in the post-9/11 period of this study.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Members of Congress are attracted to informal congressional caucuses for a whole host of reasons. They provide members an arena for working outside the formal congressional committee framework to achieve their personal and professional goals and permit them to concentrate on subjects that are of importance to their constituents. Sometimes unforeseen events put a policy area that is central to a particular caucus at the forefront of the consciousness of Congress, the media, and the public. Without a doubt, the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 drew the attention of Americans to its borders with Mexico and Canada.
Outside of Congress' formal committee system, caucuses have a role to play in the debate over border issues. Members of the Congressional Border Caucus, in particular, should have a vested interest in banding together to preserve the delicate line between strengthening the country's security and leaving the border open enough for enhanced trade, employment and travel opportunities.
According to the models here, CBC members have been more disposed to vote in favor of their caucus' positions on border and non-border amendments in the post-9/11 period than they were before the terrorist attacks of 2001. Yet, when the roll-call votes of greatest importance to the CBC (as posited, border-related amendments) are probed a bit further, it is revealed that Democratic CBC members are the ones toeing the CBC voting line. In reality, then, there has been no unanimity between Democratic and Republican CBC members on border amendments during the post-9/11 period.
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Why does this fissure exist between the two parties vis-à-vis border amendments? Perhaps Republican members of the CBC seek to serve their representational goals in the caucus and are not using it to provide them with voting cues. Instead, Republicans may rely on their party, lobbying groups, or the perceived interests of specific segments of their constituency as the principal cues for their roll-call decision-making on these amendments.
Remember, too, that the data suggest that a more liberal ideology can play a major role in a CBC member's decision to support the caucus' position on virtually any issue. Since the Democratic portion of the CBC appears to be more liberal (as evidenced by their ADA scores), that, in combination with the influence of political party, may make them predisposed to voting with CBC positions. Burgin's (2003) assertion about the policy orientations of congressional caucuses seems to be confirmed here, also. Unlike caucuses that concentrate on one issue, the party split in the CBC over support of caucus positions may reflect more general conflict on the expansive group of issues that are addressed in "border" politics. With contentious disputes about how to resolve challenges in immigration, trade, etc., it is likely tougher to get caucus members to champion CBC positions in light of the 9/11 attacks. The Democrats and Republicans in the CBC are not in lockstep on how to address the multitude of problems that confound the U.S.-Mexico border. The cross-pressures of party and ideology may simply be too difficult for the CBC to overcome.
The House Congressional Border Caucus is one small part of the extensive caucus web that tries to influence policymaking in Congress and the executive branch. Future studies of the CBC, where it is compared to other caucuses, should tease out details of the level of influence and solidarity that CBC members have in helping to secure our borders, while trying to serve separate constituencies that favor a more open border.
